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It's an old quote from IBM's Thomas Watson, but it has now been confirmed once more: 'Good 
Design is Good Business'. Whereas almost all other Dutch dailies scored further receding 
circulation figures in the second quarter of 2008, the FD announced a notable growth of 9.7 
percent. FD is Het Financieele Dagblad, Holland's own Financial Times. The publisher attributes 
the growth to the recent fine redesign of the paper. 
 
This is one of the specialisms of contemporary graphic design in the country. Certainly, in this era 
of so many new formats, there has been ample design work in this particular field. FD was 
designed by the Scot Mark Porter, but his Dutch colleague Koos Staal has, over the years, also 
built up a reputation as a highly qualified newspaper/magazine doctor - not only at home, but 
also in Scandinavia, Germany and Malaysia. 
 
The design of papers, books and magazines relies to a great extent on typographic qualities. The 
Netherlands can be proud of a great generation of high-quality type designers. It started off with 
dedicated education in this field of design. The academies of The Hague, Breda and Arnhem 
produced several new heroes of type design. No doubt this is due to excellent teachers such as 
the late Chris Brand, who taught in Breda duringthe whole second half of the 20th century. One 
of his students was Rene Knip, whose work - as a matter of fact - often has little to do with 
printing. Rene likes to bring typography 'to the street', in environmental situations. Rene, as a 
designer, is one of a kind - a very creative, original personality. 
 
In Arnhem, Karel Martens, Martin (Sco/o) Majoor, Wigger Bierma and Fred (Quadrant) Smeijers 
founded a school. At the Royal Academy of The Hague, the longtradition of type design started 
with Gerrit Noordzij. Lucas (The Sans) de Groot studied there, along with a whole dynasty of 
Noordzij family members. 
 
All these developments are very well described in Jan Middendorp's excellent book Dutch Type, 
published in 2004. Jan mentions numerous special 'type masters' in his bible, such as Max 
Kisman, Joost Swarte (always playful) and the more classically oriented Bram de Does (of the 
elegant Trinite series). 
 
Gerard Linger is another leading and very productive Dutch type designer. He is a professor at the 
Universities of Leiden and Reading. His newspaper typeface Swift was chosen years ago by the 
leading paper USA Today. Unger also sold Gulliver to German, Danish and Dutch dailies. His road 
signs alphabet replaced, in the Netherlands, the technocratic typeface of the US Federal Highway 
Administration. 
 



In this context, one cannot neglect the role of Wim Crouwel. In the 50's and early 60's he used to 
design special characters for the titles of exhibition posters for the Eindhoven Van Abbe Museum. 
Not complete alphabets, but the first steps of those. In the 60's he came up with his renowned 
new alphabet, in Pieter Brattinga's goodwill publication Kwadraatblad. It caused a lot of 
discussion and even today some professional people still do not fully understand what Wim really 
wanted to show with this experimental approach. Later, Crouwel made some other complete 
alphabets, such as the one for the Amsterdam Museum Fodor and one for Olivetti. 
 
The typewriter for which that alphabet was designed never went into production, but the alphabet 
was developed and published as Gridnik in the 90's by the English type design company The 
Foundry -a family of four weights, developed under Wim's supervision. Recently these Crouwel 
typefaces are attracting much attention and appreciation. For more details, see Wim Crouwel 
Alphabets, BIS Publishers. 
 
Well, there are many other specialist type designers, dead or alive, which I have not mentioned. 
Sorry about that, but this is just a 3000-word article. 
 
Book design is taken very seriously in the Netherlands. We have the annual competition forthe 50 
best-designed books; nowadays the judges are often happy to restrict themselves to some 35 
titles. The group of winners gets a travelling exhibition and the books are sent in to the annual 
great book event in Leipzig, where several of those Dutch books are scoring well. Golden awards 
at the annual Leipzig Book Fair are often given, for instance, to our famous book-artist, Irma 
Boom. 
 
Some people are of the opinion that the Netherlands has been designed totally. In a way that is 
true: God stopped detailing when he created the delta of great European rivers that enter the 
North Sea. The rest we had to do ourselves: re-creating our country from the mud and defending 
it against wild seas and swollen rivers. 
 
From the point of view of modern design, yes, this country has been designed completely - to a 
further extent than the majority of other nations. 
 
After WW2, we started to perfect the looks and efficiency of our society. We obviously needed the 
impulse of FHK Henrion's complete identity programme for our KLM Airlines (!) to discover that 
we could perform similar design efforts for the refurbishment of all our nation's assets: the 
railways (Tel Design and Studio Dumbar), the Post Administration (Dumbar and Total Design), 
most of our industries and transport systems, and our public authorities. 
 
Holland is a country of trade, transport and service industries. Graphic and product designers, as 
well as architects, worked restlessly to design the whole nation. 
 
The signage system for Amsterdam Schiphol Airport (Benno Wissing, 1967) set an example for 
numerous large airports all over the world, at the time when jumbo jets were introduced. From 
1990 Schiphol was further extended, and Paul Mijksenaar took over the signage job. He later got 
the commissions for JFK, New Jersey, LaGuardia, Washington and Dallas airports and others. 
Mijksenaar's office has acquired a worldwide reputation in wayfinding for public spaces. 
 
Part of the great Dutch graphic exercise was the design of identities for the ministries, provinces, 
the towns and villages and other public organisations, hospitals, our own AA, etc. That process 
started around 1970 and went on and on. Some of the ministries were renamed or otherwise 
reorganised, which meant that things were done a second or even a third time. In the meantime, 
fees went up dramatically, partly because the extent of the commissions was often broadened. 
The consultancy part of those jobs became a substantial part of the billing, with design often seen 
as a balancing item! 
 
Whereas in the early days of this process, the number of capable (design) players was still quite 
small, in later years a whole new generation of design groups had entered the marketplace and 
competed in the pitches. Even the smallest towns organised a complete ceremony around their 
pitch, in most cases without any internal experience or expertise as interlocutors. 



 
Those 'official' identity programmes of the later generation were not always the best. In an effort 
to surpass their predecessors, some design teams came up with rather extravagant solutions. It 
all led to a rainforest of logotypes and implementations. Sometimes the results had too little to do 
with the role of the organisation: too 'designy' (= I'art pour I'art), too far away from direct 
communication with the general population. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
This development accumulated until the central government was fed up with the diversity of 
styles. This was caused by a conclusion that the various ministries had visually nothing in 
common. The whole picture was one of competing organisations rather than one of a close family, 
all acting in the daily service of the same Dutch population. 
 
Once more a pitch was set up. Five prominent design groups were selected to come up with their 
initial plans, estimates and design approach. Before the decision on these proposals was made, 
the government was struck by a cabinet crisis. The design operation had to be suspended. On the 
return of the cabinet, the design quest was resumed, with almost the same group of design 
consultancies. 
 
From the outset, there was a preference for logotypes that included some kind of national 
symbol. The Netherlands has a coat of arms that shows one big lion in the central position, 
flanked on both sides by... a lion! We share the King of the Animals with a few dozen other nations 
worldwide. The objective of uniqueness, such an important factor in identity design, is totally left 
to the specially designed type family Rijksoverheid, created by Peter Verheul. The (too) rich 
colour scheme will possibly lead to new forms of confusion. It is therefore not really surprising 
that the five design groups all came up with their lions (often not too convincingly drawn!). The 
final choice of the winner was made by a committee of ministerial Secretaries-General. Mind you, 
this was a unique, major design competition (not endorsed by ICOGRADA...). 
 
The effects would be lasting, nationwide and not unnoticed by the critical design world. The 
decision took place without consulting the most experienced elders of Dutch design. I think that 
was a serious underestimation of the matter and our profession. 
 



In the end, I am sure this action will bring back the necessary order, the identity of a family of 
ministries. Hurray! But personally I don't see a Great Dutch Design Solution that radiates the 
reputation of this country. A missed opportunity! 
 
The implementation in all parts of the national administration is now on its way, behind the 
screens of the authorities. It will take years. A proper professional evaluation and discussion 
about all this is still pending. 
 
Holland is famous for its design. We have a unique professional designers' association. Its earliest 
post-war form was well prepared during the German occupation of 1940-45, by several designers 
who played their role in the resistance. Willem Sandberg, later director of the Stedelijk Museum 
(of Modern Art) in Amsterdam, together with colleagues such as Jan Bons and Otto Treumann, 
prepared the plans to unite the forces of men and women working in the applied arts. Very soon 
after the liberation this organisation, named GKf, came into action. It didn't last long in this 
multi-disciplined form. Various professions split off subsequently, and in the end there were only 
photographers GKf and graphic designers GKf, but no longer under one roof. During the following 
decades the situation changed several times, with mergers etcetera. Since the nineties, GKf's 
heir, called BNO, has become more and more the old united service organisation, but with an 
even richer variety of 'blood groups'. 
 
The BNO management has been for many years in the very capable hands of a steady, dedicated 
team. BNO is strong. It represents the interests of its members at home and abroad, as well as 
within ICOGRADA, BEDA, ICSID, AGI and suchlike. It has established a good relationship with the 
educational and economic forces in the government organises courses and seminars, gives legal 
support, and publishes a good monthly and, every second year, impressive books that go around 
the whole planet, to bring the message of Dutch design. 
 
Under the BNO's wings we now find graphic designers, illustrators, 'interactivists', industrial 
designers, packaging specialists, craft-related designers and those who are in environmental 
design. In all, there are 2500 individual BNO members and 200 design groups taking part in the 
activities of this organisation. 
 
Very recently, BNO published its 2008/2009 edition of the biannual illustrated members' list. It 
comes in two volumes (850 pages): 5.7 kilos of My Dutch Design. This production is very popular. 
The Chinese and Japanese will love it, especially because this year's edition has been designed by 
good old Dick Bruna, in cooperation with the successful group De Designpolitie (Design Police). 
 
In early 1991, I attended in London the impressive memorial event for my friend FHK Henrion, 
who passed way. I met ICOGRADA's president, Willy de Mayo, who informed me about his 
activities to set up 'the British designers' archive'. I was struck by Willy's ideas on this matter and 
soon started to plan a similar Dutch archive. With great help from BNO, I managed to get it off the 
ground. NAGO, the Netherlands' Archive of Graphic Designers is now a well reputed example, 
with its very advanced concept and techniques of performing this task. Karin van der Heiden, fora 
long time one of the leading people in NAGO, is now advising the AIGA and other international 
design institutes on how to deal with these matters in a professional way. 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

For at least four decades, most Dutch design products were produced for the internal market. We 
did some work abroad, but it always meant a limited percentage of our time. These things have 
changed. Dutch designers, and not only the leading ones, fly all over the world and are involved 
in great projects, including in the new and up-coming economic nations. We export our 
knowledge, expertise, designs and design education, an activity in which the British were always 
much more experienced and successful. Dutch design has grown mature, at long last. 
 
I remember two special moments. Around 1970, when I worked as a creative director of Total 
Design, one of my great design dreams seemed feasible. Air France had invited us to take part in 
a pitch for their new corporate design programme, which had to coincide with the introduction of 
their Concorde supersonic aircraft. We wrote a beautiful and confident proposal, giving them all 
the details about the great projects we had realised and the expertise of our staff. AF's reaction 
came after a few weeks. They had come to the conclusion that we had a good and experienced 
design crew, but unfortunately we could not boast of having a colour expert under our roof. That 
was, of course, our weak point and that's why we were not selected. 
 
In the end, it came out that the full Air France colour scheme was 100% identical with the French 
flag, the Tricolore. The exact specifications of those colours can be found in any good book on 
heraldry. 
 
Something like that was happening when I went to Paris, to the then brand-new area of La 
Defense, where IBM had acquired a tower building for which we could possibly do the interior 
signage. We climbed the monumental stairs towards the entrance and looked at the revolving 
door, out of which came at that very moment our dear friend, Fletcher. 
 
Alan, with that charming big smile, ruined our conversation with the client. 
 
Let's go back to the present times. An important aspect of graphic design has always been the 
poster. Well, these days are not the most brilliant in the history of the Dutch poster. Apart from 
advertising posters for the consumer market, 'designer posters' are getting quite scarce. We still 
have an annual contest for the best theatre poster. The number of competitors is limited; the 
short list is showing the same names almost every year. Most museums have given up the 
tradition to communicate their exhibitions on posters. They send out their printed invitations and, 
furthermore, the Internet has taken over the role of the poster. Posters are too expensive 
nowadays: not only the production, but also the rents of display facilities are playing a negative 
role. I see that this is happening in many countries. The poster is simply being crushed between 
the flyers and the billboards, plus those giant curtains that now cover up our building sites. 
 
One of the leading Dutch dailies, de Volkskrant, has had, since October 2006, a cartoon every 
morning on its opening page. It is designed by De Designpolitie and gives comment on the 
national or world politics of the day. Even though these cartoons are not bigger than one column 
wide and eight centimetres high, they have an absolute poster quality. These cartoons come 
under the name of 'Gorilla' and have won an ADCN-award, a European Design award, the Red Dot 



2007 and the ADC New York award 2008. 
 
Holland also had a great design reputation for its money: the banknotes and coins were world 
design champions before we joined the Euro-group. I do not have to tell you how mediocre and 
dull our E-money now is. When the Euro was introduced, its value was more or less in balance 
with the US Dollar. From the point of view of design quality, the Euro and the Dollar are not too 
much in competition any more...equally boring. 
 
Like elsewhere, our postal administration has gone in the direction of semi-privatisation. This 
means that the marketing guys now have a big say in issuing series of stamps. The number of 
new stamps is much larger than ever before, although the quantity of mailed letters has gone 
down dramatically, owing to the rise of e-mail. In the old days, it was a great honour to be 
selected to design a stamp or - better -a series for a special occasion. Now the marketeers are 
driving stamp collectors crazy by producing 100 different designs on a sheet of 100 stamps. The 
old tradition to entrust stamp design (a matter of prestigious securities) to an elite of the nation's 
design community has been abandoned almost completely. 
 
The greatest news in this field was no doubt the opening of the world's first Graphic Design 
Museum in June 2008. The venue: the former art house 'de Beyerd' in Breda, one hour's drive 
from Amsterdam - in fact, a bit nearer to Antwerp. The building is historic; in the 12th century it 
was a kind of refuge for poor men. Extended and renovated, it showed in modern times fine and 
applied art, photography and a lot of graphic design. Its last director, Frank Tiesing, developed 
the project to turn de Beyerd into this specialised museum. The building was completely 
refurbished and extended. Architect Hans van Heeswijk, who also designed the magnificent 
Amsterdam branch of the St Petersburg's Herimitage Museum (opening June 2009), did a year 
earlier in Breda another great job. In three large spaces the pre-war pioneers, the post-war 
generation of professionals and the recent developments are being shown on a permanent basis. 
Apart from that, there are spaces for seminars and workshops for children and professionals, and 
there is room for temporary exhibitions. Of course, you'll find an auditorium, the museum shop, 
a library and knowledge centre. This year a new director was appointed. Surprisingly she creates 
the impression of having a fixation on the present and the future of communication, and being far 
less focussed on the great, colourful heritage of the young profession. A Stranger in Paradise? 
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